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Abstract. -The magnetic interaction constant and the crystal field parameter B: are determined from 5 7~e , 161~y, 1 6 6~r and l G 9~m MSssbauer measurements. A comparison has been made with other rare earth iron and cobalt rich intermetallics Ternary rare earth compounds of the composition RzFel4C have the same tetragonal structure as R2Fe14B. The unit cell contains two different types of R sites and six different types of Fe sites. Therefore this study should be regarded as a continuation of earlier measurements on the R2Fel4B compounds [l, 21. 5 7~e MGssbauer spectra of Dy2Fe14C, EraFel4C and Tm2Fe14C show a very close resemblance with the spectra of their R2Fel4C counterparts as will be published elsewhere (31.
The 1 6 1~y and 1 6 6~r spectra of Dy2Fe14C and EraFel4C measured at T = 4.2 K are both slightly asymmetrically broadened and subsequently no clear indication can be found whether the two non- (2) perfine fields in Dy2Fe14C and Er2Fel4C at T = 4.2 K are 617 f 6 and 832 f 7 T, respectively. In the case of TrnaFelrC the hyperfine fields of the two sites are 750 f 3 and 761 f 3 T. All these values are about 50 T larger than the free ion values. This difference has been ascribed to transferred hyperfine fields and is about the same as in R2Fe14B [l, 21. So it can be inferred that the crystal field interaction in these compounds is substantially smaller than the exchange interaction. Therefore we have determined the magnetic coupling constants from the temperature dependence of the 1 6 1~y Mossbauer spectra. Neglecting the weak Dy-Dy interaction with respect to the Dy-Fe interaction one may describe the Dy sublattice magnetization with the Hamiltonian H = -gJpBH,J,, where the molecular field Hm can be written as Here H, corresponds to a c-axis anisotropy as was observed in Dy2Fe14C. The number of Fe neighbours of the Dy atoms is represented in equation (1) by 2 1 and the R-Fe coupling constant is represented by JRM. In equation (1) it has furthermore been assumed that the temperature dependence of Fe spins can be given by SM (T) = ('1 -b~' ) SM, as was found in other R-Fe compounds of similar composition [4] . We have used
where the subscript av means the thermal average and Qslatt the lattice contribution. As shown in more detail elsewhere [3], a fit through the experimental data points with the formulas (2) and (3) gives a value of H,=184 T for Dy2Fe14C. In the crystal structure of R2Fe14B the R atoms have 18 nearest neighbour Fe atoms on the average. From the 5 7~e Mossbauer data it appears that Sp,=1.05. Then equation (2) Alternatively one may also obtain an estimate of JRM from m e a n field analysis of the bulk magnetic properties of the a F e l 4 C compounds. In the meanfield approximation the Curie temperature can be expressed as equation (1) Since for all the compounds under study we have found for the 4f-contribution of the hyperfine fields the free ion value, we expect for the electric quadrupole splitting the same. Phys. 40 (1977) 1179.
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